In the past, the Callen-Callen (1965 Phys. Rev. 139 A455-71; J. Phys. Chem. Solids 27 1271-85) model has been highly successful in explaining the origin and temperature dependence of the magneto-crystalline anisotropy in many magnetic compounds. Yet, despite their high ordering temperatures of ∼650 K, the Callen-Callen model has proved insufficient for the REFe 2 compounds. In this paper, we show that it is possible to replicate the values of the phenomenological parameters K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 given by Atzmony and Dariel (1976 Phys. Rev. B 13 4006-14), by extending the CallenCallen model to second order in H CF . In particular, explanations are provided for (i) the unexpected changes in sign of K 1 and K 2 in HoFe 2 and DyFe 2 , respectively, and (ii) the origin and behaviour of the K 3 term. In addition, it is demonstrated that higher order terms are required,and that K 4 exceeds K 3 at low temperatures. Revised estimates of K 1 , K 2 , K 3 , K 4 , and K 5 are given. Finally, an alternative 'multipolar' approach to the problem of magnetic anisotropy is also provided. It is shown that the latter confers significant advantages over the older phenomenological method. In particular, all the multipolar coefficients (K N , N = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) decrease monotonically with increasing temperature, withK N decreasing faster thanK N −2 etc. These observations are in accord with expectations based on the original Callen-Callen model.
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(REFe 2 ). In particular, it has been shown that REFe 2 /YFe 2 multilayer films can be fabricated which exhibit magnetic exchange springs , negative coercivity , and giant magneto-resistance . In general, crystalline MBE grown multilayer films can be used to study a wide variety of problems including exchange-bias phenomena, magnetization reversal, etc (Dumesnil et al 2005) . The study of such films is important in that they promise applications in the fields of permanent magnets (Coey and Skomski 1993) , magnetostrictive devices (Clark 1979) , and magnetic field sensors .
Concomitant with the experimental work, effort has been put into the magnetic modelling of the REFe 2 multilayer and other films, to provide an explanation of the sometimes exotic M-Bapp loops (Fullerton et al 1999 , Amato et al 2000 , 2003 . This in turn has led to a need for accurate magnetic anisotropy parameters K 1 etc for the bulk REFe 2 compounds. But, in fact, very few magnetic measurements have been performed on REFe 2 single crystals. Instead, values of K 1 etc have been determined indirectly, primarily from experiments on polycrystalline samples. For example, during the mid-1970s, exhaustive 57 Fe Mössbauer studies were used to determine the directions of easy magnetization in mixed RE intermetallic compounds of the form RE(a) 1−x RE(b) x Fe 2 (Atzmony et al 1973 (Atzmony et al , 1976 , hereafter referred to as A&D). In particular, spin-orientation diagrams (SODs) were prepared, and used to determine values of the crystal field parameters B 4 and B 6 , for the differing RE ions. Subsequently, extensive calculations of the free energy F were performed, for 30 directions of magnetization, to obtain F as a function of (θ, φ) and of temperature: a tour de force. Given these data, values of K 1 etc for the RE ions Tb, Dy, Ho, and Er were extracted using a least squares procedure. It is these values which are currently being used by magnetic modellers working on MBE REFe 2 thin films (see table 2 However, in the work of A&D some distinct surprises were found. In particular, certain alloys were found to possess non-major cubic symmetry axes of easy magnetization [uuv] or [uv0] . This led A&D to propose and justify the existence of an additional K 3 anisotropy term: 
where the α x etc are the direction cosines. Given just K 1 and K 2 it is easily shown that only the major cubic axes [001] , [101] , and [111] are allowed directions of easy magnetization. For non-major [uuv] or [uv0] directions a K 3 term is required. Such a term had been seen earlier in very careful measurements on a single crystal of nickel (Aubert 1968 While A&D offer no comment concerning the last point, it is surprising. For many years the Callen-Callen (C&C) model of magnetic anisotropy has been highly successful in the interpretation of many RE compounds (C&C 1966) . This model predicts that the anisotropy parameters decrease monotonically with increasing temperature. But in the case of HoFe 2 (DyFe 2 ), respectively, the calculations of A&D show that K 1 (K 2 ) changes sign very rapidly over a very narrow temperature range ∼20 K.
In this paper, we show that even in the REFe 2 compounds, which possess very high Néel temperatures of 650 K, the C&C model is not sufficient. In practice, it is necessary to go beyond 'first order perturbation theory' to understand the magnetic anisotropy of these compounds.
The improved theory provides a clear explanation of all the points raised by A&D, especially the unexpected changes in sign of K 1 in HoFe 2 and K 2 in DyFe 2 . The origin and behaviour of the K 3 term is also clearly identified. However, it is also shown that higher order terms K 4 and K 5 terms are present and cannot be ignored. Revised values of K 1 , K 2 , K 3 , K 4 , and K 5 are presented and discussed.
Finally, it is argued that the alternative multipolar approach to magnetic anisotropy confers significant advantages over the phenomenological method. For example, all the multipolar coefficientsK N (N = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) decrease monotonically with increasing temperature, in accord with expectations based on the original C&C model.
The Hamiltonian for the RE ion in the REFe 2 compounds
In common with previous authors we shall assume that the dominant anisotropy in the REFe 2 compounds derives from the crystal field interaction at the RE ions, with the exceptions of Gd and Y.
Following Cohen (1964) , Bowden et al (1968) , Atzmony et al (1973) , and Atzmony and Dariel (1976) , the Hamiltonian at the RE ion can be written
where (i)
and (ii)
Here (i) the exchange field H Fe EX at the RE site is assumed to follow the temperature dependence of the Fe sub-lattice, as determined by the 57 Fe Mössbauer effect, and (ii) B 4 and B 6 are the crystal field coefficients at the RE site (see for example Abragam and Bleaney 1970, Hutchings 1964) . In passing, we note that we have chosen X to symbolize the close connection with the C&C model, as applied say to the RE metals. In the latter, the temperature dependent effective field X is determined from the measured magnetization curve M(T ), via an inverse Langevin function. However, in the case of the REFe 2 compounds, the magnetic exchange field at the RE site is generated primarily by the transition metal sub-lattice. In this case, therefore, there is no need to measure M(RE) and invoke the inverse Langevin function. However, in other Laves phase compounds, such as the REAl 2 compounds, it will be necessary to determine X from magnetization measurements, in the usual way. With this proviso therefore, the theory presented below could be applied to such compounds.
In their paper, A&D set µ B H Fe EX (T = 0 K) = 202(7) K, some 35% higher than the estimate given by A&D. This figure has recently been confirmed, from magnetostriction studies on DyFe 2 (Bowden et al 2004) . On the other hand, using the Mössbauer effect in 169 Tm, Bleaney et al (1981) find µ B H Fe EX (T = 0 K) = 153(3) K, in good accord with the A&D estimate. In this paper, we set µ B H Fe EX (T = 0 K) = 150 K, for all the REs, primarily for comparative purposes. We turn now to a discussion of the crystal field Hamiltonian.
For historical reasons, the crystal field Hamiltonian for an RE ion in the REFe 2 compounds is often written in the form of equation (4). However, even in the early days an alternative set of operatorsÕ n q was proposed by Smith and Thornley (1966) , which is more useful when rotations of the co-ordinate system are required. This comment also applies to the set of tensor operators T n q given by Buckmaster et al (1972) . The latter differ from those of Smith and Thornley in the definition of the reduced matrix element, but the formulation of Buckmaster et al carries additional advantages. Firstly, it is possible to construct the entire tensor set starting from the basic building blocks T * ] = δ nn δ. Such products arise in second order perturbation theory (see equations (13) and (14) below and appendix A). Finally, formulae exist for recasting products of tensor operatorsT n qT n q into single tensorsT N Q , where N n + n (Bowden and Hutchison 1986) .
Within the Buckmaster formulation therefore the crystal field takes the form
In passing we note the spin operators T n m are closely related to the Racah operators:
with well known rotational properties (e.g. Edmonds 1957 ). The set of parameters used in this work is set out in table 1. We are now in a position to develop the theory of magnetic anisotropy as presented by Callen (1965, 1966) and Callen and Shtrikman (1965) .
The Callen-Callen model: first order perturbation theory
In the next two sections, we follow the first and second order perturbation theory as given by Bowden (1977) for the heavy RE metals, but this time applied to the cubic Laves REFe 2 compounds. Readers who are not interested in the details should skip to the final result embodied in equation (19) .
Provided the crystal field Hamiltonian is small compared to the magnetic exchange, the free energy of the RE ion can be expanded in the form
where F 0 = F EX is the free energy associated with the 'dominant' magnetic exchange term, and F = H CF EX etc. In this paper the use of a single (double) prime on any symbol refers to its origin as being derived from first (second) order perturbation theory, respectively.
For an arbitrary direction of magnetization, we find from equation (28) of Bowden (1977) 
where (i) the D n 0m (ω) are the well known rotation operators (Edmonds 1957) , (ii) ω is a shorthand notation for the Euler angles (α, β, γ ) , and (iii) the expectation values are calculated using the eigenvalues and Zeeman functions of the magnetic exchange. Explicitly,
From here on in, we shall drop the exchange suffix on all expectation values. On specializing to the REFe 2 compounds therefore we find
where we have noted that
, respectively, and (iii) there is a simple relationship between the D n 0m (θ, φ) and the spherical harmonics Y m n (θ, φ) (Edmonds 1957) . Finally, the temperature anisotropy constants appearing in equation (11) are given bỹ
This is the principal result of the Callen and Callen (1966) 
The extended Callen-Callen model: second order perturbation theory
From equation (47) of Bowden (1977) , but using Buckmaster's tensor operators, we find
where
and β = 1/kT . In practice, it is advantageous to recast equation (13) in the form
where the α n,n ,N (T ) coefficients are given by
Note that the temperature dependence of the second order terms is governed by that of the α n,n ,N (T ) coefficients, via the T n q . . .T n −q ensemble averages, together with the global β = 1/kT term appearing outside all of the terms in equation (15). In practice, all the βα n,n ,N (T ) coefficients converge uniformly to zero as the temperature is increased. Details concerning the properties of the α n,n ,N (T ) can be found in appendix A.
In all there are 44 terms to consider, but only 14 are non-zero. It is also advantageous to gather those terms with the same rank N (=0, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12), since this allows clear identification of the multipolar nature of the cubic combinations of spherical harmonics.
Results for the REFe 2 compounds
From equation (13) it is clear that second order perturbation theory will lead to terms which are proportional to (B 4 ) 2 , (B 6 ) 2 and the cross terms (B 4 )(B 6 ). These give rise to a rich spectrum of terms. In particular, (B 4 ) 2 give rise to spherical harmonics with rank 8, (B 4 ) (B 6 ) to spherical harmonics with rank 10, and (B 6 ) 2 to spherical harmonics with rank 12, respectively. As an example, consider the second order term involving (B 4 ) 2 . We find
where theK nn N (T ) coefficients are given by the first four rows of table 2. The first term (N = rank zero) is a constant and need not concern us. The next two terms are the usual rank four and six cubic harmonics, but this time appearing in second order perturbation theory. The fourth term is new. It is of rank eight but with cubic symmetry. As we shall see below, it is the principal contributor to the phenomenological K 3 term, required by A&D. Note that the series terminates at N = 8, by virtue of the 3 j -coefficients appearing in equation (13). Finally, for brevity, we rewrite equation (17) in the more compact form:
where the cubic combinations of spherical harmonics are listed in table 3. Finally, on gathering both the first and second order terms, the anisotropy energy can be written in the concise form model. These calculations are more complete than those of A&D in that they include the higher order termsK 10 andK 12 . In their paper, A&D warn that the inclusion of still higher order terms may be important. This comment finds a natural resonance in this work. For example, at low temperatures in both HoFe 2 and ErFe 2 ,K 10 ∼K 8 . Clearly, higher order terms are important. Finally, we note that it is possible to obtain analytic results for the intercepts ofK N at T = 0 K. Some expressions for DyFe 2 are given in appendix A.
In the next section we forge the link between the multi-polar approach of equations (19) and the phenomenological method embodied in equation (1) 
Decomposition of K 1 , K 2 , K 3 into spherical harmonics
Using standard techniques it is easy to show that: 
Note that, in contrast to the multipolar approach developed above, all three expressions are characterized by tensors of mixed rank. In particular, the K 3 term contains tensors of rank 0, 4, 6, and 8. Thus care must be exercised in fitting any data with the K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 anisotropy terms, since they do not form a basis set. Note also that for finite K 3 the anisotropy will show a small eightfold symmetry in the [001]-plane. Using equation (21), the anisotropy energy of equation (1) can be re-written in the concise form
On comparing equations (19) and (22) therefore, and ignoring all terms which transform with N > 8, we find
Finally, on ignoring the constant terms, and inverting equation (23), we obtain 
This is essentially the approach adopted by A&D since they do not consider terms higher than K 3 .
As stated earlier, all the multi-polar anisotropy constantsK N decrease monotonically with increasing temperature, withK N decreasing more rapidly thanK N −1 . Thus we can immediately conclude, from an examination of equation (24), that while changes of sign could occur in K 1 and K 2 , this cannot happen with K 3 , which decreases monotonically with temperature. These observations are born out by the calculations presented in the next section.
Calculated values of K 1 , K 2 , and K 3
Using equations (19) and (20) together with equation (24) the phenomenological constants K 1 , K 2 and K 3 can be obtained. The temperature dependent anisotropy parameters can be seen in figures 6-10, again in logarithmic form. Four of these diagrams should be compared to figures 10-13 (TbFe 2 -ErFe 2 ) of A&D. The agreement is astonishing and gives credence to the theory. Note that K 3 decreases monotonically with increasing temperature for all the REs in question. This can be understood by reference to equation (24), which shows that K 3 is directly proportional toK 8 . We now discuss each REFe 2 in turn.
In the case of TbFe 2 , the calculations shows that all the multipolar coefficientsK N are positive (see figure 1) . Thus from equation (24) we deduce that K 1 is negative, with both K 2 and K 3 positive. No cancellation of terms can occur. Consequently, TbFe 2 'appears' to be in accord with expectations based on the C&C model.
In the case of DyFe 2 ,K 8 ,K 10 , andK 12 are positive, withK 4 andK 6 negative. As a result, K 2 changes sign due to competition betweenK 6 andK 8 . At low temperatures theK 8 term dominates, but because it falls more quickly thanK 6 a change in the sign of K 2 takes place. Note that this behaviour could not occur in the absence of K 3 (∝K 8 ). Note also that K 3 is larger than both K 1 and K 2 at low temperatures, in accord with the calculations of A&D.
For HoFe 2 ,K 6 ,K 8 , andK 12 are all positive withK 4 andK 10 negative. In the case of K 2 , bothK 6 andK 8 possess the same sign (positive). So their combined effect is additive. However, in the case of K 1 , both −K 6 and −K 8 are now negative (see equation (24) at higher temperatures the more slowly changing positive −K 4 term takes over, leading to a change in sign of K 1 , from negative to positive, as the temperature is raised.
For ErFe 2K4 ,K 8 , andK 12 are all positive, withK 6 andK 10 negative.K 4 is the dominant term, resulting in a negative K 1 . In the case of K 2 , the negative termK 6 is greater than the positiveK 8 term, resulting in a negative K 2 coefficient. Note the crossover at about T /T C = ∼0.2. This 'crossover' was also witnessed by A&D, with K 2 dominant at low temperatures.
The results for TmFe 2 are very similar to those of TbFe 2 , except that the temperature dependence of all the anisotropy constants is more rapid. This is due to the smaller magnetic exchange field at the Tm site. In TbFe 2 X = 150 K, whereas in TmFe 2 X = 50 K. The results for TmFe 2 are new. From the above, it is clear that the somewhat convoluted temperature dependence of the phenomenological coefficients K 1 , K 2 , K 3 , etc is due primarily to the use of a non-orthogonal basis set. This leads to mixtures of the multipolar coefficientsK 4 ,K 6 , andK 8 , with differing temperature dependences. However, all of these difficulties disappear if we elect to use the multipolar treatment of magnetic anisotropy, in place of the phenomenological approach. Finally, we remark that it is possible to implement the multipolar approach using direction cosines. The appropriate expressions are contained in appendix B.
This concludes our discussion of magnetic anisotropy within the phenomenological approach, constrained by K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 . In the next section, the phenomenological approach is extended to include K 4 and K 5 anisotropy terms. As we shall see, this leads to significant changes in figures 6-10 for TbFe 2 to TmFe 2 . 
Higher order phenomenological terms K 4 and K 5
Within the phenomenological framework, it is difficult to establish preferred forms for the higher order terms K 4 and K 5 , because we are not dealing with a basis set. We choose to write
In essence, the K 4 term is simply the product of the K 1 and K 2 terms, while the K 5 term is the K 2 term squared. Thus from a computational point of view these terms should be relatively easy to implement. Using standard decomposition techniques it is easy to show that Thus equation (24) becomes
with the inverse transformation 
The revised set of graphs based on equation (29) can be seen in figures 11-15. These should be compared with figures 6-10, respectively. There are significant differences. One, the new anisotropy constant K 4 cannot be ignored. Two, at low temperatures K 4 is larger than K 3 in all cases. Three, K 4 decreases monotonically, with increasing temperature. Four, K 5 is negligible (|K 5 | < 10 −2 ). There are also significant changes in the other coefficients K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 . This is most marked in HoFe 2 , where it will be seen that both K 1 and K 3 now change sign. Finally, we remark that the parameters given in figures 1-5 and figures 11-15 represent an advance on earlier work.
Conclusions
In this paper, it has been shown that despite their high ordering temperatures of ∼650 K the original C&C model is insufficient for the REFe 2 compounds. However by extending the C&C model to second order in H CF , it is not only possible to replicate the results of A&D, but also to provide explanations for (i) the unexpected changes in sign of K 1 and K 2 in HoFe 2 and DyFe 2 , respectively, and (ii) the origin and behaviour of the K 3 term, witnessed by these authors. However, it has also been shown that the higher order term K 4 is important, exceeding that of K 3 at low temperatures. Moreover, the inclusion of K 4 leads to significant changes in the values of K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 . Finally, we stress that, from a theoretical point of view at least, the multipolar approach to magnetic anisotropy in the REFe 2 compounds confers significant advantages over the phenomenological method. All theK N (N = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) multi-polar anisotropy coefficients decrease monotonically with increasing temperature, withK N reaching 'zero' beforeK N −2 etc. These results are in accord with expectations based on the original C&C model.
Appendix A. Calculation of the α n,n ,N (T ) coefficients
From equation (16) we have
Also, from equations (42)- (44) of Bowden (1977) ,
where we have made use of the identity T (ii) |J z = −J is the ground state, and (iii) N is even. Values of the γ n,n ,N can be seen in 
